Ordering . . .
Model 45 is available from your
Fine Automotive Establishments
and from wheeltool.com.
Worry free 100% money back
guarantee.
Free shipping and handling on
Retail Orders over $50.
Please write for car club and
quantity discounts.

WheelLugGauge™
Model 45 Order Form
Please send me: One for $19.95
Please include S&H of $2.00
Two for $29.95
Please include S&H of $3.00
Ten for $129.95
Note: Free Shipping over $50.00
Enclosed is Check or Money Order
Visa Master Card Orders
include the following
card no.
signature
DJ Edman & Company
69369 Wilson Lane
Boardman, OR 97818-9600

exp. date

I would like to thank you for taking the time
to check out our product. If you don’t find
this tool as a must have for your tool box.
And you don’t want to try out our 100%
money back guarantee. Would you please
pass this brochure onto a fellow enthusiast.
Who knows you may get to borrow their
tool.
Thanks again, DJ Edman

What others say:

address
city

U.S. Patent 5,412,878

Model 45
Fast
Simple

"I am impressed with the quality and
usefulness of the tool and think it a
worthwhile addition to any enthusiast'
s tool
box."
Richard Prince
Classic Auto Restorer
“This is a handy little tool we'
ve been trying
to find for a long time. It measures the bolt
circle on wheels quickly and accurately...
...The WheelLugGauge™ is extremely
compact, so it won'
t take up much space
when you stash it in your toolbox, and will
fit nicely in your pocket when you hit the
swaps and junkyards. Complete with
instructions and a quick-reference chart, this
is a must-have tool for any car guy.”
Brad Ocock
Mopar Muscle

DJ Edman and Company

Accurate
Economical
WheelLugGauge

- Just say,

“Wheel Lug Gauge,” as one word
with three syllables. Model 45,
measures the mounting pattern
(bolt circle), of wheels and hubs
with four or five lug bolts. For all
popular cars and light trucks,
foreign and domestic.

69369 Wilson Lane
Boardman, OR 97818-9600
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Applications . . .

Features . . .

Have some old snow tires and wheels
in the garage and don’t know what
car they may fit?

Model 45, measures nine fourbolt and thirteen five-bolt
mounting patterns.

A utility trailer without a spare,
because you can’t find one that will
mount up?

The accompanying pocket guide
has instructions, tips, and other
useful information.

Find a good deal at a swap meet for
the wheels you’ve been looking for?
Don’t know if they will mount on your
vehicles hubs?
Are you restoring an old Hot Rod
assembled from unknown parts and
don’t know the mounting pattern?
If you have a hub and don’t know
what wheel would fit. A wheel and
don’t know what hub it fits, you need
a WheelLugGauge™.

Mounting Guide Included for all
popular cars and light trucks,
foreign and domestic.

Figure 1 Model 45 is shown measuring a
GM wheel with a 4 ¾” mounting pattern.
The long legs allow easy reading of the
bolt circle scales, which are directly
displayed in the published manufactures
sizes.

The five-bolt mounting guide
represents more than thirty
makes and over four-hundredthirty models.

Functions . . .

Model 45, of this pocket size tool
measures three and a half by
five inches and is only threeeights of an inch thick.

Model 45 measures the distance
between neighboring lug bolts of
four and five-bolt automotive
wheels and hubs.

Constructed from an aluminum
alloy, this tool weighs less than
two ounces, and is stronger than
steel by weight.

Directly displays the mounting
pattern (bolt circle) in inches or
millimeters.

You’ll

WheelLugGauge™

More than twenty-five makes
and over one hundred models
are included in four-bolt
mounting guide.

Figure 2 Model 45 is shown measuring
a Ford front hub with a 4 ½” bolt circle.
The reference marks on the legs assist
taking the measurement if the hub gets in
the way.

You’ll

WheelLugGauge™

